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Item 1.01. Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.
On August 5, 2020, Emerald Financial Services, LLC (“EFS”), a wholly-owned, indirect subsidiary of H&R Block, Inc. (the
“Company”) and MetaBank, N.A. (“Meta”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Meta Financial Group, Inc. entered into a Program
Management Agreement (the “Meta PMA”).
Under the Meta PMA and its ancillary agreements and related product schedules, Meta will act as the bank provider of H&R
Block-branded financial products, including Emerald Advance, Emerald Card, Emerald Savings, Refund Advance, and Refund
Transfer through our retail and digital channels in the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam and certain identified U.S. military
bases outside the United States. EFS will provide certain servicing and administrative support to Meta related to the H&R Blockbranded financial products and provides broad indemnification to Meta, subject to limited exceptions. HRB Participant I, LLC, a
wholly-owned, indirect subsidiary of the Company, will periodically purchase ninety percent participation interests in the
receivables of Meta from the Emerald Advance product offered through H&R Block’s retail channels. The Meta PMA’s initial term
ends on June 30, 2023, but extends automatically for one-year renewal terms, unless it is terminated by either of the parties by
six months’ prior written notice in advance of the expiration of the initial term or then current renewal term. EFS has the right to
terminate the Meta PMA under certain circumstances, including if Meta should lose its exemption from certain provisions of the
Dodd-Frank Act known as the “Durbin Amendment.” Upon termination of the Meta PMA, EFS has the right to arrange the
purchase of all of the affected accounts related to its ongoing product offerings.
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